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contemporary significance. However, caution must be employed in
focusing on'women's Uniqueness as it may lead back"t0 gender
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theory can aid social /personality ssychologyby fprcing a revolution
in'scholarship directed toward change. (a) t
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The Potential Enrtchment'Of Social/Personality Psychology

Through Feminiit Research, and Vice Versa

Bernice Lott3

4

pniversitytof Rhode Island

When I ftrst began this paper my intent was to sketch how social and

pekonarn psychology has -been challenged by the new woman's movement:

challenged to critically examine its hidden assumptions ab=ut womeand, men,

e
i.e its beliefs about gender; challenged to raise new questions; and to

formulate and test hypotheses derived ft om a new theoreii cal oriesitatia. I

..,

. \

.speculatedthat those among us who are committed to the Lewinianiproposition .

, . ,

that pebavior is:a function'of the interaction between Perion and Eavironment

could not fail toBe attracted to feminist research,, since it was precisely

such an interaction which would explain gender and the vast number of its

Correlates. I had certainly been moved to re- examine old concepts, andlea's
4 $

4... Y.
;

.caught up in the rich literature, the,energy and insights of feminist

scholarship. This, then, was a good time to step back and do some assessment
.

in my own field. The -results of that very limited first look, since lhave

just begun and c10 see the forests yet to be explored, led me to a somewhat

different place from that which I had hoped to reach. My two general
./ . . .

conclusions are reflected in the papers title: 1. Thus far, feminist

influenceon mainstream socialipersonajity.psychologyrseems to be mildest while

.

our po tential r9mains enormous; and 2. there are some fundameital issues in

feminist theory fo?which psychological research and analysis are essential.

Supportigyhe first conclusion aredphe'Pesults of a simple frequency

count of selected titles in thJournal of Personality and Social Psychology. °

Although some may question how represedtative this Journal isof,research in

. * .*
4
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our field, few will doubt its prestige and its reflection of issues supported

by out., academic .'leadership and funding agencies. It 'has been said by some in

social scince (e.g., Westkoff, 1979) that "women flive become the latest
.4

i
academic f4d...rorfrearketable commodities." It has been suggested that, like

the case for blacks fn an earlier period, social scientists are currently
:4

exploiting women as a proljfi5 source of data .and.amassing facts witho t a

- crriretentsry
/
con rn with Improving the social condit4ons of women's Ives.

But'ihis focus on woinen' as objects of knowledge doe not seem to be an

accurate characterizatipn of the pres'nt status of socialipersonality
.

psychology. I decked all the titles in five complete volumes of JPSP.,

beginning...in 1962 and thet, by 6 year,leaps,in 1967, 1972, 1977, end 1982,
..

looking fur subjects relevant to women's lives. I read.some abstracts where

Titres. were ambiguous butreljed primarily on the, titles themselves.
. .

Omitting editorials and monographs, the percent of suc.h.papers relevant to

women ip 21211 is as follows:, 1962, 2% (3 out of 1$5); 1967, 6% (12 out ofi . . -

2054 1972, 4% (9 out of 2.10); 1977r 114 (10 out 'of.92); aitcl 1982, 14% (32 out
I

4. of 124) . ;,14 can be pleased by' steady increase in. 20 years from 2 to 45%,

or we can be dismayed by the current paucity of research relevant to women.

ContributSng moat heivily in 1982 to this research (23 of the 32 articles )
, .e"

were gender caparisons of various behaviot's and studies of masculine,

and'afidrogynous iiersonality types. Again, depending.ori your

perspective, this can be a *source of grat?fication or pain:

I

'-'! 46i earlier review"by Denmark (cf. Grady, 1981) of JPSP and six. other

journals yiel.ded.siMilar findings to mine: ir1966, 5% and in 1976; 11%, of the
, . ., '-..\ ,
. -.

.
. ubrished papers wdr,.judged relevant to "re psYChology of women." One might. p

. 4 . < . .. .

keep in mind, in evaluating;these figures,
,
that the association for Women in

, Psychology (AWP.) was established:14 years ego in 1969 and APA's
_ .

ir .

s

.."
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35in 1973. In-addition; about 450 collfigesoffer"Womin's studies:progratst

- .

and about 20,000 wpmees studies courses are taught af.schoolg around the

.3_

countryhile 40 schools now havd women's studies research centers (Azzt'.

1'9831. -Prominent within these programs and courses'are topics in pe

psychology ilfwomen.. More specifically, Russo .(1982) has reported frodFa
. . .

national survey ofiraduate department's of psycholoiy,.that'670:faculZk

members in 219 programs identified themielves as having an interest in

., %. research or in clinical activities relevant, to the psychology of women. There

is also a formal effort underway in a number of. colleges to mainstream the

results csfefeminipt.research0 =.e. to i into already,existimg ,
.

.
.."

inist.chal42Vurses and programg material new insights, and fon women, emlenges
.

. . , . 1
4 Ur/traditional scholarship. ,

. ,

k- .#.

-1

. 8.
... :-,., . ..t , *1 I * .

It seems clear nevertheless that social/personality psychologists .
.

4 concerned with such issues ca ot rely do our standard journals. 'Unger (19823'

recently addressed this problem of the low visibility of womemas a research.

area in our field angasked, "Is work in the Psych ogy of Women ignored dr'

undercited.because it is dorie by women, because t is about Women, or because
1

it stems from
1
a new and revisionist theoretical She suggests ',

. .

the latter, And I would concur: , h
.

,.
...,/) Feminist Research ,,

'*.What ids fbminist scholarship? Definitions have been pkvosed in most of

the disciplines in which such work being done. In 'our field, Division 35's
A.

it

4

Task Force on Issues in Research in the Psychology of Women(1977) listed as .1' '!

objectives of feminist research: the clarification Of "psychological, 0

,

biological; and social-Cultural determinants of bthavior";41long with "the

.

integration of this information about women (and men) into current
.0

%

psychological knowledge and theories"; and the promotion "of a benevolent.'
1

' 6
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, . ar r' "
.society in.which individual self-a0tualizition is poss4ble." What Rhoda ,linger

. . . .

(19827 has called the socially activistcomp. onent of the psychology of women"

.-4-

...

is. a distinguishing feature. lbe'methods of feminist research In psychology,
,

('s

..

accordingto,the Task Force(1977), are "cooperative, participative.:.
., . .7

Ipterdisciplinary, (amp non-hierarchical...(beginning] with personal

experience "-and recognizing that "truth is 'notieparate from, the person who

,'epeeks' it." -.A more recent Division 35 Task Force (1981) suggests that a

Ie

vitalfunction performed by -feminist research is to present the altetnative

perspecti4e of the "outsider!. ,A number of feminist writers from a variety of

disciplines have noted that feministsiun provide particularlyinii4htiul

criticism of their own fields because as' women scientists, scholars, and
.'..

. . . .

*
.
'academicians we both "belong" And "do not belong' to the primarily male

A

establishment and are thus both insiders and outsiders (e:g. Keller, 41982;

Westkott, 1979). o

.1

The fkminist enrichment or potential enrichment of scpoleshin in any

field takes two genetal and interrelated forms: 1) sefl-conscious and
I ,

*° critical analyses of the discipline to uncover its androcent;ic bias iniiic;11 1'

content and method, thus revealing the "i9visibility"oi. distortion of 46men as'

e 4
,

4 objects of knowledge" (Westiwtt, 1979); and 2) the indirect influence which

arises from the asking of new questions,.and the presentation of new

hypotheses and theoretical formulations which follow from a focus 8h women's .
A 4

.

experiences and thesonditions:of women' es: From both these sources cans,

be abstracted specific influences on the content, the methods, and the

theorleslhsocial/personalitf psychology. It isdifficult to keep these

categoriet separate since they ate interdepen4ent and each has an obiious qr

subtle effect on the other, but / will try to move tp,a more or less ordefrly

. fashion from one to the other, in answering the question: how can feminis t

r

6 t J .



research enrich our discipliTA?

Enrichmentof Social/Personality Psychology
. $

1. .There'is ample evidence that gendeie is often a significant variable; ,

botifas a ch&rac eriatIc' of partfcfpants $n .a situation,'Aed an stimulus tot. , .
..o

wiich persons spond (Committee...Sociologyi 1980; Grady, 1981;-Wallston,'
. .

-... 1981). Because the ackializaiion:of girls and boyst.:IwomenandJmen, i :.

. demonstrably different, it Is p'redictable that.they iyitt'reapbnd differently,'

for
a
example, to achievement situations (Horner, 1912),

0
td moraldilehmas

(Gilligan, 1977, 1982b), to.conforinity iii:iesiuresm(Ea91Y: 1018)$ etc.

Gilligan's work is.partfcularty.persuisiO in, pointing out that it is not the
t p % .

case that women do'not attaia,the "highest" stages 0 mqrality, .as Kohlberg
. ..

.

concluded, but lather that his stageiMirre/ihe.socializatiod of boyfor men
.. .

.

in our culture more than the.experiences of women. 'Ailligan found.evidince
.

.
.

.
.

that many women tend to consider moral questions tn.the context ofissues of
.

. $
. ;

,

responsibility and concern fo4 r others, Mkt isolateCfrom interpersonal

consequences.!
.:

f. . - .
,

I
.

-.1

. . ,

/2. We must use women and -men in our search for general principles and .

t

note both differences andksimilaritiei. ,We'cannot derive conclusions lOut
4 .

. .

behavior by using mile samples 4s.represedtative of the human population
, . . a . $ ..

(GivisionaS,.1,p81). If,we

.

are studying- aggression, or interpersonal%
1 . . . . .

\ attraction:or empathy; or prosocial lehavidro.dtc: we must obserie women as

well as men in similar Vfltuationi and utit4e'the same dependent me sues.. "
Fro4i, et al1197i) have noted that most studiesof aggression have uti ;ed '

male partiepaets, and that when.wofieh are used they are mare likely to b
N

asked to respond to paper ard;pencii Me4Oesthan to'the behavioral Measure

used with men. Sibilerly, but conversely, McKenna and Kessler (1977) found

that interpersonal attracpon,studies tended to make use of female

e

t
'

A

4
r

°

\
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participants, and that in both.interpersonal attraction and aggression .

./ .

researcha Nhen females, rather than males, are subjects... the independent

variable is lelslit ellt :to involve the active .treatment or arousal of the

subject and dependent variable measurement is lees l- ikely
)

to involve the

1

active behavior of the, subject This p4enomenon illustrates well the

connection between the implicit assumptions of researchers and both the

content and methodology of our work.

3. It!fcToAcirreCi to assume that good functioning or mental health for

women (oemen) is necessarily:related to-fulfilling thindictates dfthe

gender.. stereotype" Jean, 1983). There is in fact, strong evidence to

the contrary-, for women. Independent assessments must be made of satisfaCtion

with self, effective functioning, and their correlates.

A. Thole...are vast areas #09t which we have remained in relative

,

1

ignorance because they pertain exclusively or almost exclusively to women 's

lives (Division 35, 1981): e.g.; housework; sex discrimination in employment;

sexual harassment and assault; menstruation; contraception, pregnancy, and

*childbirth; motherhood,i, and go om.;These are areas, issues, or conditions to ..,

Which women in our culture must lea6 )esponses, overt and attitudinal.
A
They:.

.

are anchored to our 'culture's definition of women, and to our physiolonas .

mediated. by society. 'Similarly, there are women in special populations, such

asIthose in prisons, victims of violence, single parents, widows, pink-collar

-workers, minority women, professionals, community activists, poor women, etc.
,

. . .

Who hare been insufficiently studfgd.
. .

,

.
.

.

Wide new fields of inquiry present themselves when we v

.

ehse,thinking about
.

!

.

women primarily-rin terms of relationships to others (men) anikwhenwe cease .

thinking abodt women in terms of-stereotyped roles and attributes. One
.

-,extAmely Important consequence is that the prdbability of obtaining more

o

I

8
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o.

. . accuipte dqscriptions of women's behavior in meaningfyl situations is thus
. . .

. ,

increased (Kahn & %lbw, 1983; Westkott, 1979). ,.

..

t
. Feminists are not surprised to find that the *id on which a discipline;

1. 1

.
fiends to focus reflect the backgrqund. and interests of those, who do the work

in that discipline. In the natural as well as the social sciences, science is

done by persons, and wdnien as well as non-white and Working-class persons have

been largely outside of this process (Hubbard, cf. Fiske, 1981). It is cause

for concerp but not surprising, that research problems in mainstream science

.4
reflect sexist assumptions and expectations. Thus, for example, Sherif (cf.

,4 ,

Unger, 3982) has pointed out that when early studies of the menstrual cycle

failed to show any reliable impairment of behavior; the mostly male

researchers turned to studies of self-reported mood. Now feminist

researchers are once again looking at performance and finding no consistent

menstrual- related effects. \

. Related to.all-of this, of course, is the question of publication. What

is deemed worthy of public report is very 114kely to complement the tiarof the

reviewers (Grady., 1981).. 4 ".

5.1:When wi study 'the work place, we must not utilfte nly mal
$1:-"1. '1.

participants; and whenwe s nts and children we must not fous our
4

attenstion'ontx,on motheii (COmmittee...Socioliogy, 1980). We must not assume

that employed men but unemployed women are representative -of their respective.
-

groups (Division 35, 1981),., Baruch, Barnett and Rivers 11983), for example, .

have found that paid employment is a significapt predictor of feelings of

self-esteem and competence among women,/a finding which should not be
I

surprising in view of the fact that half the adult women in our .couptry are

salary or wage- earners. Pai10.(1981) has nothil that choice of appropriati

control groups reveals the investigator's assumptions and "implicit
t I

4

I

:
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theoretical framework" as much as the choice of problem to study, hypothesis'

tFtest, procedures, participants, and measures.

6. We can no longer study the behavior of women' without acknowledging -and

making explicit the differential fn status and power between the,sexes. Thus,

'. for Chester to have suggested as she did in 1972 (cf. Alpert, 1978) that

including male therapists drive women crazy, in order that men may maintain

their favorable position", is an hypothesis which must be taken seriously.

Similarities in the behavior of oppressed persons, such as American blacks and

women, are new subjects of inquiry as is the behavior (verbal and non - verbal)

of high status persons such as white men directed toward the less powerful

(e.g..,Hentey,1977).

7. When we st4 women we must go to new sources of information to

josrnals, letters, and

.: ' ." 4--
lives since attitudes,

other historical and contemporary records of women's

beliefs, and perceptions may be better reflected in

such records than in observed social behavior which is subject to more rigid

sanctions (Westkott, 1979). Thus, issues'of content becoMe issues of method.

More mithOds must be explored and accepted (Wittig, 1982) since "the .

narrowness of our methods may also shape the way we ask questions" (Wellston,

1981).and the very nature ofthose questions. For aample, while agintic

jetivds'tend to separate observer from the observed, communal methods

recognize their interrelatedness and highlight the connection. Both modes of

inquiry should yield information of value.

Ethological /observational modes seem better suited than laboratory :

techniques for the study of reactions to life-long oppression. Thus, Muriel

- Rukeyser has written in her'poem "Kathe Kollwitz" (Cf. AdaMs, 1982):

Ohat would hAppen -

if one women told the truth about her life
The world would

t
split open.

.

0
= 10

;

9
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Feminist scholarshjp seeks this truth and anticipates the consequences
.

foretold by the'poet.

8. Among the most wide-ranging and significant lessons to be learned frOm

feminist reseirch.cOlthat"Which is the sine 1galion of social psychology,
4

namely that behavior is a function of both the-person and the context, and

that the same. person mar behave differentlyin different situaiions..,To

understand gender, multiple contelks must be ereployedTvision 36, 1981).

For example, by examining aggression, influencibility, and self-confidence of

women in different situations,. Frodi, et al (1977), Eagly (1978), and Lenny,

(1977), respectively,.have successfuly refuted the stereotypic, widely-held

' assumptions and conclusions that women are ass aggressive than men, more

.

influencible, and less self-conffdent.'bOnly in some situations, but not in

'others, we disCover as we ask questions which have not been askedfbefore. As

Kay Beaux has reported (cf. Division 35, 1981), "Research has demonstrated.

that gender by 'situation interactions are more the rule than the'eeption,

being foundmore freqiently than main effects for gender." plated to `this is

t
a recognition that ordinarily inour society, women and men "are

differentially distributed1Cross situations" (Division, 35, 1981), a fact Of

enormous significance.

A
Recqgnition of situational influences 'on behavior iessttates that we pay-

attention to the.demand characteristits of the conditions present in

laboratory or field studies.. Are cues provided for differintial responses

according to gender, i.e..for participants to conform to sax typed

expectations, as for example when'Onder public4crutini (Unger, 1981)? It hai

been suggested that exploratory and qualitative methodologies may minimize

researcher-imposed definitions of a situation (Digision 36, 1981).

9., In repdrting gender differences on any measure, we should note, along
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with its statistical significance, the magnitude of the effect, since son

reliable differences are found to be relatively trivial. In addition, we

should report within-gender variability so as to "accurately reflect the

degree of overlap between the sexes and avoid translating small average

differences into dichotomies"pivision 35, 1981): 74.

10. .Finally, feminist researchers have joined With other voices wit-

philosophy and science (cf. Manicas & Secord, 1983) to challenge some of

:traditional tenets of:pbjectivity" in science:, There appear to bttwo

thrusts to the feminist challenge. Thqrst is the recognition that val

are an integral part of science, that theyipfluence all phases Of the
.

process, and that they should be acknowledged and made explicit in the si

way as we recognize that scientific truths. are not independent of time at
4

plate. ThirposItion is shared by other social psychologists (e.g., f

& Morawski, 1980 ;SaMhson 1178). The second challenge to traditional

scientific thigiting goes further and arguesloort explicitly that the lam

. objedtives, and methods of individual disciplines, and of science itself:

, -
particularly as defined by the experimental method,hee beeri shaped by

. ..,. , .. ,

"masculine" concerns, interests and personality.

Il -

It is argued, relative to the first poiltethat the investigator and

'object of the 'research, as .well as those who serve as subjects/participir
.0

are interrelated, separable for Tlytical purposes but tted together by

expectations, assumptioris"hiddenor overt values. Facts are always
At

"construed" by an actiI
11-4

001stigator/interpreter (Morawski, 1982) , and

(Or,biases) are present throlghout the research process (Willston,i901;
. .

Wittig, 1982) . Waditional research in social /personality psychology wil

thus almost certainly reflect the sexist values of our patriarchigtircull

Grady (3981) has suggested that "some of these biases can be corrected.
.0

4

12.
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.

through an even - handed. application of the- principles of scientific method, and

others require ,a raised consciousness,- an awareness of the sexist society in.
6

whiCh we liv.e."

The second challenge is regarded by the biologist/mathematician Keller

(1982), one of its fet.emost prgponents, as 'the "radi Cal critique ". . Because: it

is primarily men who liave.beenuloing science in western society: not only have

women been out (through lack of encoura9ement,-tratning, or
. ;

. . /
discrimination); not only has to choice and definition of ,research

.

problems

been 'affected:. note only'have men beenftaien- tql.be representative of the

* . species; tout .umasculinity% has intried upon and 'distorted the goals end
. ,... ,

rationality of the entire "scientific enterpri,se". Science, it is said, bas
....

stressed sepa,ration, compartmentalization, anrthe search for prime causes In
. Iw

contrast to an equally plausible focus on interaction, interdependence, and
.

process; in. this way science has refftbcted masculyity. Accorclihg;to ther -

biologistoHubbard (ef. Fiske, 1981) the approach of men, ancrscience, is "to

reduce things ,to their component parts, not to,4envision then as, a functioning

whole.",
.$

,

The vocabulary of science manifests a preoccupation with powery.dominanCe
Ns

and an adversarial stance yis( a xis naturelKahn & Jahn, 1983; Keller, 419831..
. r

Thus, science !attacks" problems ilt4h ,tie aim of "mastering" or "cUntrollkiig";

variables are "dependent" or "independent "; and4,pliperimenters "mintPUlAte" the 4 I
latter. K9e3Jet (11482).4s pihir.ant of the fact that:thikradition&l',',

4
scientific mode hai;,a:lio.,beeiyaFiticiZed by mgle,'scintists and' 0411140hers,

. .
- ,

r

but inssts. that this CH itci tin muSt _al so, follow from a +if gorOuSfiftetn isi
k; 4 . '4

analysis. She writes (182), ""the ,emphasis on power and control .so prevalent. .

in the rhetoric ofleste _science
A
[is a] projection of a

.

specifically mate f

consciousness."' , who is/requirel, she suggests; ;:is hot' abandonment of

4141

V

t
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obJeetiviti, rationality,lond.empiti;ism but the. addition of concern with

complex interactions, and with the dynamics of process, as well as a "crftical
. e .

self reflection" on the pirt of scientists.

I

:

J

, 0,

4 4 PO p.

White objectiing tOlthe'kearch for "top-dowe theories, and explanations in

terms"of governing cousei, Keller unfotunatOly embrace such an explanatiopi
1

in attempting to accOunt for the connection between masculinity and power
it,

.- , ..
. .

.

.
motivation: She utilizes/psychoanalytic theory in its modern,guise as "object

A
relations theory" (acknowledging the influence of Chodorow, 1978, and

,

Dipierstein, 1977); to trace links #mong masculinity, a concern with.

obJectiVity/autgnomy, IpAthe focus of science on power'and domination::

Keller (1982):argues that from the male infant's earliest experiences with'his

primary care-giver, the ,mother, are formed his conceptions of the world and

his "charac teriliic orientation to it" anchthat the major attribute of this

experience is separation. For females, on the other hand, the early

expetience is of connectedness and identification with the mother. In my.

view, such an explanation df male concern with pbwer and dominance rests on

untested and naive assump o

. Oototypical Freudian nuclear family is universal or widespread; and, second,
16

that it has predictable consequences for the formation of stable, personality

traits such as motivation for power. Such an explanation ignores all the

further years of our continuing exposure to'sociai conditiAst.and the

. .

positive and negative sanctions for.adult behavior. It is here tha,tfie vice

versa portion of the title of this paper becomes relevant. Social/personality

psychology has\the potential to enrich feminist theory and to contribute to

the vitalfdebate on thesniture of gender differences and similarities, a

debate which is central to the feminist perspective.

Contribution to eeminist,Theory

'We returh inevitably to questions of nature and nurture and as Unger

. Sr'
14, .
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,41

(1981) has putvit, 'The issue of what sex'differences actually exist and how

/
-

they are produced is3ruclaffor the psychologY of women". It is also crucial

for feminist theory applied -to analyses of history, art, and so on.

In the nineteenth century, the so-calledictorian'era, women and men

occupied largely separate'spherei (at leastiihin middle-class western

society) because it was believed that mthei.e were such profound distinctions

between what biological and psychological evolution had mandated for masculine

and feminine thought andiesction that women could never enter the public kphere

without contravening liws of nature and thus endangering their own health"

(Cravens, 1983). This view was vigorouslyllenged by eirly20th...cehtury

scholars, particularly women in psyhology and sociology /anthropology, 34 as

HeleT:Thompson Woolley, Jessie Taft l Elsie Clews Parson, Mary Roberts th

Coolidge, Celia Ddel Mosher, and Margaiet Mead. There were also challenges

I
'from some influential men: Dewey Mea41, W.I. Thomas, Franz Boat. What

to .

-

followed was a virtual disappearance of the subject of sex drifforences from

the social scienceliteratured begintAng in the 1929t. simply

*
---dtsapie'arpd 'elf 4 subject of concern and Man became the speqies representative

p
and the fitting object for study about personality and culture (Cravens,

A1983). Not until
4
the 7OrsIkas the% a rediscovery of when in mainstream

10 :

psychology but; as mijht have been predtcted, the focus-was on th; differences

tom men, not the similarities. That studies demonstrating differences are

.moreiliketyto be published is, of course, alikely factor (Division 3, 1981.)

The,toritemporaryfeirinist response to the question of gender differ6ces, .

a response.still in its infancy in terms of its generation of mainstream

research, has taken two major forms. .The fir it is an emphasis on the role

layedby social factors'in separating the and therefore the
.

expectations, attitudes. and behaviors of the sexes. This.argument views

.

1

4

e
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socialiption as an ongoing, life-1 ong4rocess and looks for expladations of

' -14-

1.'

gender,heyone the ilpfluente of early experience on ihdi'vidual personality

Segregation:by sex' and sexcsm6 i.e, a Commitment to the 'inferiority qiwomen,

as expressed in negative attitudes, stereotyped beliefs, and dfscriminatqry,
v, .

r behavior, it found to be imbedded in all of our social institutions - in the
'f f.

medfi,r.'famtly,economy and the political sphere (Lott, 1981a)1 These

institutions maintain women's low status-and low power throughout the life
.

span and across divisions of class and ethnicity thus reinforcing gender

-differences, in the same.way as differential status and power contribute to

observed differences among racial ethnic; and socio-Nonomic class groups.

Thus, Grady (1981) has urged that "awareness of the different social and
v .

economic conditions for men and women cannot be left to sociologists if

psychology is to maintain its integrity as .a science", and Parlee (1981) hasde

41114d that "sex; race', age, class - all are..tyariables that point to clusters

oTLife experiences that are systematiCallidifferept for different gOoupsof

'people." In this view the more likely explanation of fear of success, for

example,, observed in some (but not all) women is less a stable personality

tS in the form of an-acquired motive, and more in the objective

consequences which success is known to have for some women. Persons (iibmen'or

men, black or white) will not avoid success if the outcomes are Rrimarily

positive; nor will they avoid aggressioni competition, leadership, and so on,

'-'if'the situation is appropriate and the consequences non- punitive or

satisfying.

. A related but essentially divergent position in terms of its emphasis is

%:represented by the work of Gilligan (1977, 1979, 1982a, 1982b) and
. . .

(1976). This position highlights art focuses on the positive effects of
. ..

imien's ltfe experiences, in contrast to men's, and asserts that these

S.

16
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experiences and the imposed sepdrateness from men have created a women's

.

cultnrelwith-both historical and contemporary significance. We are urged to

examine this cu'ture carefully, to give recognition to its distinctiveness,

and to study the Situations whichllifine women s lives, our responsibilities

and roles. Hyde and Rosenberg (cf. Kahn & Jean, 1983), for example; suggest
/

that "We must observe women in their own habitat, the home, the steno pool,

, the factory, anfind out how they.behave, how they think and feels" What we
r 14

will find-according to this view are expressive, sensitive, communal persons

concerned with relationships, the needs of Others, interpersonal

responsibility and harmony. Women are different from men in these ways, this

4 0
. approach goes on to note; and not only should thesecharacteristics be Valued,

A \

. .

.reseected, and applauded In women but they should be strived for and learned

by men. Thus, Gilligan (1977, 1979) has traced moral development in girls and

womenAnd found it not the same as for boys and men, She has rightly objected_

to the presentation of male-based data ,s the foundatitn fair general theory,

pointing out that men n have shaped the constructs through which we are all

supposed to see life. Examination of the experiences oegifis and womenoshe

argues, suggests that-different "moral lessons" are learned. For men, justice

may be equated with abstract forms;for women, however," the moral problem is

seen to arise from conflicting responsibilities rather than from competing

rights" (Gilligan, 1979). Women's experiences are rooted in attachment and we

are therefore concerned with expressiveness, caring,. and with contexts, while

men who have experienced separation, are more concerned with instrumentality

andthe balancing of individual rights. Women, Gilligan (1979) asserts,judge
.

4themSelves,in terms of their ability to care. The value ointimacy, that
.46g

contempohry men are now discovering in mid-life, is something women acquire

early.

it
17
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In/explaining such Value differences between women. and men, Gi lligqn
i . ., . .4 *

relies heavily althoUgh,,,not 'exclusively on Fhodorowssranalysistf early
,.

5

'

-16-

mothe;%-child interaction. Althoagh,,cognizant of the later differences in.
-

experience between girls and boys,'thligahappears to give Chodorow's

positiOn centrality. Because, weeies Chodorow(1978) "they are parented by a *

person of the same gender...girls tome to experience themselves asess%

differentiated than boys, as mope continuous with and related to the external%
4o

'object- world". The end r esult is dtffeting valuei,*and Giiligan.(1979)

concludes that "women bring to the 114 cycle a different point of view

. and...order human experiences in terms of different priorities." The work of

Miller (1976) complements such a conclusion, and both emphasize that from the

woman's point of view, from the concern with harmony, caring, responsibility,

and relationships, emanates strength not weakness:

While such clear expositions of women's! strengths are vital additions to*

our data and the*, one problem with this position is that in focusing on the

_differences between women mid men observed in contemporary society,. -what tends

to be,de-eMphasized is that these differences are only a function of differing

). experience, reflecting historical, social Class, ethnic, and racial factors.
. J

Note Gilligan's words (1979), "Women's deference is rooted not only in their.- .
social circumstances,.but also in the,substanceof their moral concern." noes

this suggest that women's moral concerns are not rooted in their social

circumstances? If not, then from what other source?

The focus on sex .differences loses sight of their source in particular

circumstances, history, expectations and social sanctions, and in so doing

ever-generalizes from some women.(and some men) to all, a trap leading us back

inevitably to gender stereotypes. Theifocus.on differences ignores
,

significant within-gender variability. "Ain't I a Womdn?", asked Sojouftyr

,

-
18
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Truth in countering the female stereotype of her day. ¶es, southern white.'

,

up were
.

per class women we supposed to be slender, weak; and too fragiIe to open

'carriage doors 40.themselves,
i

but not the .slave women who.heaved sacks' of-,
. .

. .

V 1

potatoes or cotton and worked the fields along.with their men,
,

or did the, .

..

t
,

Cooking, the laundry, and the child care fo0r the master's family-as well as
.. , .

.

their own. .There are similar and additional differences among groups of
$ t

contemporary women.
4

.

Basic principles of vfial/personality, psychology should lead us to expect

that women; and men will differ to the extent that the behaviors they are able

,to practice and .the reinforcements they receive continue todiffer, This is

so the case or within-gender differences, and psychological disparities

between highly'and less-well-educated, the poor and the tffluent, black

and white, urban and rural, etc. To the extent that persons share life

conditions they will behave similarly. Thus we must look for 'sZ;Iharities as

well as differences since both.are explainable by.the same principles of

leaining. We acquire responses to,, and in, situations. When a society

segregates individuals on the basis of sex(or race, etc.) andisystematically

0.

P I

exposes the segregated groups to different conditions, expectations, rewards

and acs ss to ety4s resources, the result will be differences in

. intere tS, motfilk and overt behaviol. In our society such segregation by

sex is complicated by other status factors. Thus, to know, for example that

..Phyllis Schlafly, Margaret Thatcher, Shirley Chisholm and Kate Millett are all

women will permit reliable prediction of only some behavior. They have all
. ;

been daughters and wives, probably menstruated regularly, and'function in a,

society which oppresses and devalues women, but not evenly or hoMogreously. -

Can we predict that each of these women is similar in their concern for

. relationships, caring, harmony,, and responsibilite My guess is that we could

,

0 19
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more eas4ly match Thatcher and Millett, for example, to two Aiitbrent men than
_t

4-' 'to each other on values, interests, beliefs andfm9raT position. What weneed

to search out and understand are the antecedents and correlates of behavior.

It is not sex that matters,, but those J i fe conditions whkch are. sistematiCally

related to it by culturaf prescriptio4'regulation, or arrangement. Where i

such experiential/situational correlates are weak or override/ by others, sex

.

ceases to'be a discriminating variable.
w

L

We need to understand that, the cOture-prescribed experiential /situational .

correlates of sex are only partially Mated to early childhood socialization

and to past personpl history. Sex-typing is maintained in a Ociety

contemporary cues for adult behavior, and appropriate rewards-andlr,

punishmq2!s. Unger (1981) bas pointed out that "Sex-related effects dften

'have a. 'now you see them, now you don't' quality", an inconsistency she

attributes to the use of different methodologies. But, fundamentally, what

this phenomenon, suggests is that sex differences ape ear or do not appear

depending upip'the social conditionebr context of the behavior. This e

principle, well supported by empfrical data, is emphasized by feminist

research, but is also Ithe essence o the social psychological approach.

Iri a previous paper (Lott, 1981b)*I offered a feministcritique of the

andivgyny concept. I argued that.10.0e androgyny was an advance over tIO'

earliee'idea of masculine and feminine as either-or bipolar opposites,, it

continues to link behavior to gender and to label

e

certain attributes as

of4licharacteristi,,of women, and others as characteristic n, with little

regard for the abundant evidence of within-gender variability (often uncovered'

by the same research)`4Becently I have read other similar critiques.

Morawski (1982), for examples suggests that the androgyny model renovated

ratber than replaced ",the assumptions Of human nature that initially 4pceived

a

110.
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criticism,"1whiTeUallston (1981). now urges discontinuing /the use of <

. t
,

masculine/femidne labels which "imply_ false dichotomies." .Bom.( 1901) has
/ .

., ,

11111

also "recognizeto recognize that the androgyny.concekp uis.insufficiently radical
.

.

.

....:j
.

from. a fminist pirspective.because it costinues'to prisuppO'ssithat
4 .

, [masculinity and femininity] hpve an independent and palpable ceality'rether
.

than being themselves cognitive constructs." The same general criticism is
..;

applicable to the approach which focuses on opposing feminine.and eascuTine

attitudes, values,, perceptions and behaviors. While making women visible awd
...k .

.
uncovering the realities .of their lives, while exposing the adrocentric bias .

in social'science, such a focus also. tends to blur our vision of the

variations to the-behavior of women, and reduces our attention to the

antecedents. I.agree with Willis (1981),that "the logic of feminism...leads

to ending sexual role ,divisions and rejecting the idea of opposii(g masculine

and feminine natures," .and that' to assert "that men have a monopoly on

aggression...while women are ponviqlent, [and] nurturing" returns us to
,e

"oppressive cultural stereotypie. Such assertions deny the reQity of

contrary evidence, ind 'what we know about situational variation in behavior.

In conclusion, what ocial/personality psychology can profitably take from

feminist research and 6617 is: 1. recognition of the role played` -by sexist

'assumptions and biases fn the development of hypotheses, procedures, and the
.

exploration of problems;/.2. expansion of areas of. research concern and of

methodologies; and 3. the consideration of'new questions, theoretical

formulations, and concepts. What,is requilred is reconstruction, as recently

proposed by Wittig11982); and for the reconstruction to be truly

revolutioiary, our scholarship must be "directed toward change."

And feminist theory can profit from psychology becluse it is we who are '

4

best able to probe the connections between what people do, feel, believe, and

V
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think and-the conditions which make particular be4viors4 feelings ,beliefs;

etc. more probable. To understand -Oa learning or ecquitition of behavior is

. .

to understand how culture constructs gender. Titus, we can consider ieriously.-
. ,

a questiqd asked 67-Alpert (1978): whee women and men 'share equally fn the

,

MP.

4
:

, worlds-of omen and works:what*will they be like then? We can antiyipate that

the range of experiences then available to individualswill increase, .fnd that
_2

individual differences will flourish while gender differences will cluster

.about those few biological imperatives which now distinguish*the human sexes.
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